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Geometry and Quantum Symmetries of
Calabi—Yau moduli space

S. Ferrara

CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Some aspects of the compactification of ten-dimensional superstrings and supergra-
vities on Calabi-Yau internal manifolds are discussed.

I. Introduction
I will report on some recent results which have been obtained on the geometrical

structure of the moduli space of Calabi-Yau threefolds [1] and their application to compute
couplings for effective Lagrangians of supertrings compactified on a c 9 (2,2) superconfor-
mad field theory [2].

From the lesson learned from toroidal and orbifold compactifications [3] we know that
the moduli space of superconformai field theories is not a smooth manifold but rather a

target space orbifold, with fixed points [4]. At these points the effective Lagrangians for the
massless modes become singular, in the sense that some massive modes may become massless

and therefore they can no longer be integrated out.
It is believed that the moduli space is obtained by modding out a manifold by some

discrete (possibly infinite-dimensional) group [5]. The most popular examples are the toroidal
compactifications of heterotic superstrings which, in four dimensions, give a moduli space
which is SO(6,22)/SO(6)xSO(22)/r where T is the discrete group SO(6,22;Z) [4].

The smooth manifold SO(6,22)/SO(6)xSO(22) can be explained from N 4 local
space-time supersymmetry arguments while the discrete group T, called the duality group,
has a (stringy) quantum origin since it is related to the modular invariance of the underlying
two-dimensional field theory [4].

The story is much more complicated for Calabi-Yau (C-Y) moduli spaces for which
the smooth manifold is not a symmetric space, as for toroidal or orbifold compactifications1'
and the discrete groups T are largely unknown. However, a possible breakthrough has

recently been achieved by exploiting the isomorphism between the three-form and even-four

cohomology existing at the string level, in the so-called mirror paired C-Y manifolds.
Under these circumstances the quantum symmetries, i.e. the target space dualities

of superstring theories, can be studied with topology and algebraic geometry, and a two-
dimensional quantum problem can be largely reduced to a classical problem.

1) The moduli space of orbifold compactifications is locally a symmetric space for the so-
called untwisted moduli [3].
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II. Calabi-Yau moduli space and its special 'Hodge-Kähler' geometry
A C-Y threefold is defined as a compact three-dimensional Kahler manifold with

vanishing first Chern class; its topological properties are completely characterized by two
independent Hodge numbers h(i,i), h(2,i), which also determine the number of 27 and 27 families
in heterotic superstring compactifications [6]; h(ili), h(2,i) are the dimensions of the (Dol-
beault) cohomology groups H'1'1', H'2'1'. The second and third Betti numbers are respectively
given by

b2 h(M) and b3 2 (h(2,i) + l) (1)

while bo b6 1, b4 b2, bi b5 0.

On a C-Y threefold, to the mixed and pure part of the metric fluctuations,

%,%,• (U 1...3) (2)

we can associate elements of H*1'1' and H'2'fa Therefore these fluctuations depend on

hfi,!) and h(2,i) parameters, which have the geometrical meaning of moduli parameters.
When a C-Y space is used as an internal threefold for a Kaluza-Klein compactification

of a ten-dimensional theory having M4 x C3 as a vacuum solution, the moduli parameters
appear as massless scalar fields in M4 (Minkowski space) and the moduli metric, suitably
normalized, enters in the scalar field kinetic term

GAB(4>)dß</>Adß<j>B, (3)

after integration over the internal manifold degrees of freedom [7]-[9].
The metric Gab can be computed with methods of algebraic geometry since it is related

to the scalar product of cohomology representatives (with their dual).
Most surprisingly, Gab does not depend on the explicit knowledge of the metric on C3

but can be given only in terms of topological informations on the C-Y space.
From independent arguments, based on the deformation theory of complex manifolds,

conformai field theory and space-time supersymmetry, one may prove that the moduli space
M is (at least locally) a product space [7]-[9]:

M Mi x M2, (4)

where Mi and M2 are the moduli spaces for Kahler class and complex structure deformations;
moreover Mi and M2 must be Hodge-Kähler manifolds of a special type [8], [10].

From the restrictions coming from space-time supersymmetry, the factorization property

of M comes from the possibility of using C-Y manifolds as vacua of type II superstrings
[8], [10].

The Hodge-Kähler structure means that the Kahler class must be an even element of
the integral cohomology, and this comes from the consistent coupling to N 1 supergravity
[H]-

The special structure of the two Kahler manifolds Mi, M2 comes once again from type II
superstrings in which the moduli scalar fields belong to N 2 supermultiplets propagating
on M4.
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On a Hodge manifold there is a natural U(l) line bundle with gauge connection [11]

Q, where dQ J (5)

is the Kahler form. In components

Q i (K.jdz' - Kjdr) (6)

where K is the Kahler potential. Under a Kahler transformation

K-»K-A-X, (7)

the Q connection transforms as

Q-*Q + i(A-X) Q + ImdA. (8)

The U(l) Kahler covariant differential is

V<f> (d + JpQ) <t> (9)

or in components

v|pV {di + |k ,-) <t>, v£V {d{, + |k ,-.) 4> ¦ (io)

A covariantly holomorphic field (of weight p) is defined as

v[?W 0 (11)

which implies that
W etKW (12)

where W, with dj,W 0, is a holomorphic section of the line bundle.
A special manifold is a Hodge-Kähler manifold whose curvature satisfies the additional

constraint [12]—[15]

R^T Gl7Gi7 + G,7Gi7 - C{i,G-^C?77, (13)

where Citp is a covariantly holomorphic symmetric tensor of weight p 2.

The special geometry implies the existence of h+1 holomorphic sections L (Z) (of
weight p 1) such that [14], [15]

u.
dLA ÔLB ÖLfa

where Witp e~KCikr and

Fabc ôî7ôl^ôï?f(l); (15)

here F is a holomorphic section, homogeneous of second degree in the L1:

LIAF 2F; (16)
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the Kahler potential is given by

K(z,z) -log (L1 (z) Fj (z) + L1 (z)Fi (z)) F(z) F (l1 (z)) (17)

For deformations of the complex structure the quantities LA, Fa appear as the 'periods'
of the three forms fi(z) [8], [9], over the homology cycles AA, BA (A l...h+l)

LA(z) /fi(z),FA(z)=-;|n(z) (18)

AA BA

or equivalently
n(Z) LA(z)aA-iFA(z)ßA, (19)

where aA, ßA is an integral cohomology basis in H3, dual to the homology cycles. It turns
out that

C3

satisfies eq. (14) and gives the Yukawa couplings for 27 families in heterotic strings. The
Kahler potential [eq. (17)] is

k -log - i j n a n -log - i (n,ïï). (21)

The Kahler metric G;j is proportional to the scalar product of (2,1) forms </>,-

G,7 -didj log - ,• (n,n) -7^=y (*><, 97) (22)

where

ipi v.n diu - (n,,n) n ; (23)
I ïi, li I

Equation (17) is also correct for (1,1) moduli, because of N 2 space-time supersymmetry.
In the large volume limit of C-Y manifolds, the function F is identified with

F^dABcL^LfaL0, (24)

where dABC are the intersection matrices for (1,1) forms. This formula is not valid for quantum

C-Y manifolds, owing to non-perturbative (world-sheet) effects [13], [16].

III. Quantum symmetries: target space duality,
mirror symmetry and S-map

Recently it has been realized [17] that quantum C-Y manifolds can be constructed in
which the role of (1,1) and (2,1) forms is reversed. Such manifolds have been called mirror
manifolds.
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Since for complex structure deformations the moduli space does not receive (stringy)
corrections [13], [16], mirror manifolds allow us to compute the quantum geometry of Kahler
class deformations [(1,1) moduli] in terms of the classical geometry of complex structure
deformations [(2,1) moduli].

This method also allows us, in principle, to find the quantum duality group T alluded
to before from algebraic geometrical methods, by studying the periods of the 12 three-form.
Recently [18] this method has been applied to the mirror manifold of P4(5) for which h2i 1

and the resulting quantum manifold and duality group F have been exactly computed. An
illustrative example of mirror symmetry is given by the two-torus [19] which may be regarded
as a self-dual mirror manifold with one complex modulus for the Kahler class and one for the

complex structure deformation. If one computes its free-energy, i.e. the log of the partition
function of a two-dimensional compactification, one obtains [20]

F(T,U) logdetMi, (25)

where the masses of excitations depend on four-integers

2 _ |m + nTU + »(Um' + Tn')p
Ma~

(T + T)(U + U) ' j

and the duality group is SO(2,2;Z), which is a symmetry of the mass spectrum; T, U are

complex parameters defined through the three components of the metric and the (single-

component) antisymmetric tensor:

T=v/g + '-b, U ^ + i^fa (g detgö). (27)
g22 g22

The (m,m') and (n,n') quantum numbers refer to (quantized) momenta and winding modes.

The classical (Kaluza-Klein) spectrum is obtained by setting n n' 0. One still
notices a residual SL(2,Z) symmetry for complex structure deformation. By using the (quantum)

mirror symmetry, i.e. the fact that F(U,T) F(T,U), one obtains that also the T
modulus has an SL(2,2) symmetry; this has, however, an entirely different origin, since it
is based on a symmetry between Kaluza-Klein and winding modes (vortices). The moduli

space is in this case

s|ra/fa«z> <28>

and the Kahler metric is just the second derivative of the free-energy, i.e. G,j — Ô,C^rF

The free-energy defines an automorphic function of SO(2,2;Z). Actually, performing the sum

(after appropriate regularization), one obtains, from eqs. (25) and (26) [20]:

Fregu,. + log | tKTMU) |4(T + T)(U + TJ), (29)

where

r?(T)=e-^TIl(l-e-2n"T) (30)
n

is the 'Dedekind function'.
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This example is sufficiently illustrative to suggest the introduction of a generalized
'Dedekind function' for arbitrary Calabi-Yau spaces, which has a deep geometrical meaning
[21].

To be more explicit, let us apply the mirror symmetry to Calabi-Yau threefolds; this
is an isomorphism between [17]

H3(C,Z) and £H2'(C, Z), (31)
l'=0

of mirror-paired manifolds C, C, i.e. the lattices of integral odd and even cohomology classes.

The action of the duality group T on a generic point z of M (z is here either a complex
structure or a Kahler class deformation) is such that its action on the 2(h +1) component
vector (LA, — ìFa Pa) is an element of Sp(2(l + h); Z). It is then obvious that the
holomorphic section MaLa — NaPa, under the action Tz, goes into MALA — N'aPa where
the integers (N'A, M'A) differ from the original ones by an element of SP(2(h + 1); Z).

A globally defined modular invariant quantity is therefore obtained, after regularization,

as follows [21]:

^ |MALA-NAPA|2£ log ^fa iL (32)
MA,NA(r)

where Y i (LAPA — LaPa), the sum is meant to be performed on an orbit which therefore
depends on T.

In this way, the notion of a C-Y superpotential may be introduced, formally defined
as the following holomorphic section:

W= n (MaLa-NaPa). (33)
M,N(r)

As an example, one may apply the above definition to the Z3/Z3 orbifold [4], with three-

complex moduli, whose geometry is defined by the holomorphic prepotential [8]:

T 1t2t3
F(L«)-i^-. (34)

The final result is [21]

JW|2
log- +log (lr7(T1)]4|^(T2)|4!T7(T3)r(T1 + T,)(Ta + T2)(T3 + T3)) (35)

regul
Y

with

Tj -îL,/Lo

Mo mim2m3, N nin2n3, Mi nim2m3, N1 —min2n3,

M2 n2m1m3, N2 —m2nin3, M3 n3mim2, N3 —m3n!n2 (36)

Equation (35) provides a modular form for the duality group [4]

[PSL(2,Z) xZ2]3xS3 (37)
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whose interpretation in special geometry is the log of the norm of a holomorphic section of
the U(l) bundle, whose first Chern class is the Kahler class of M.

Lastly we would like to point out that the mapping (S-map) [8] of a heterotic theory
into a type II theory maps a special Kahler manifold into a 'dual' quaternionic manifold.
Dual quaternionic manifolds describe the target-space <T-model geometry of scalar fields in
type II theories, unifying moduli fields with Ramond-Ramond scalars.

These manifolds were introduced in ref. [8] and their explicit construction was given
in ref. [22], using three-dimensional duality in the original N 2 supergravity Lagrangian.
This has recently been proved to be equivalent to the exact result that one obtains using
cohomology theory in type II superstrings [23]. It appears that these quaternonic manifolds
were known in the mathematical literature [24] only in the case of homogeneous [25] or
symmetric spaces, in which case the covariant derivative of the C tensor vanishes [26]

Vfam* ViC,mn 0. (38)

Interestingly enough the 12 tensor [27] of dual quaternonic manifolds is entirely
constructed in terms of the following geometrical objects of the associated special Kahler geometry:

the Kahler metric, and the C and the W tensors as defined by eqs. (13) and (38).
It would be interesting to understand what the intrinsic definition of dual quaternionic

space is, as a condition on the il tensor. A derivation of this condition should be possible
by analysing the constraints on scattering processes in type II superstrings along the lines
of ref. [13].
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